
ELEVATE CONFERENCE 
ONLINE HOST GUIDE



YOUR ROLE

You carry the social & spiritual atmosphere, and it is your responsibility to ensure that the atmosphere of your zoom call is going 
well throughout the entire service.  

FOCUS: 
- Building Community 
- Building Identity 
- Encounters  
- Breakthroughs 

Do WHATEVER it takes for our young people to encounter God and have an amazing time! 

Note: If you’re using a virtual background, it should be clean and not distracting! 



GENERAL GUIDE

Preparing for your watch party [Checklist can be found in Annex 1]: 

1. Talk to your welcome team and lay out some expectations for them. These guys make or break your zoom atmosphere!  

2. Be more intentional and have a proper plan of what you’re going to say 
a. You should always plan for more to fill in the empty gaps  
b. A list of things you may do with your watch party can be found in Annex 2 

3. Prepare specific announcements and think of when you can slot these in! 

4. Prepare your post service prayer & discussion time [If applicable]



GENERAL GUIDE

Preparing for your post service discussion: 

1. If your online watch party is big, split your watch party into breakout rooms of a good discussion size after the session  

2. For those in physical watch parties, they should be running a breakout in their physical location! 

3. Appoint a leader to facilitate each of this breakout 

4. Prepare the facilitator of each breakout, and send them the discussion/prayer notes beforehand



BEFORE THE STREAM

Pre-Service Hangs 

Focus on connection 

- Encourage everyone to turn on their cameras  
- Welcome anyone new, help everyone to get to know each other 
- Set some expectations for the service 

Get everyone to jump onto the YouTube link, and get ready for conference! 

Note: Everyone is strongly encouraged to watch the stream remotely instead of using the share screen function. You may make use 
of these few minutes to help those who might have issues with using the YouTube link. 

Get a couple of leaders to help you out in the chat! 

  



Focus on creating atmosphere 

- Encourage everyone to worship and sing along by modelling it for them.  

- Have fun while responding and agreeing during the preaching or prayer.  

- Encourage everyone to use the live chat function on YouTube 

- If you have youth who are new and might be shy, you can also use your zoom chats as a mean of creating atmosphere 
during the service 

DURING THE STREAM



Focus on leaving impact 

- Discussion [Refer to facilitation guide] 

- Prayer [Refer to facilitation guide] 

- As a response to what was shared during the session 

- Connect and build community! 

AFTER THE STREAM



ZOOM SAFETY PRECAUTIONS



SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

1. Enable Waiting Room 
- This ensures that the zoom host is aware if there are any strangers in the call 

2. Adjust screen sharing option to “Host only”  

3. Disable file transfer 

4. Zoom host needs to check in on your leaders’ chat to account for visitors before admitting them into the room 

5. If a stranger comes in, assign leaders to be on standby to DM the stranger and find out: 
- Name 
- How he/she found us 
- If he/she can show his/her video 



SCENARIOS

You need to have a team of leaders [preferably with a senior leader who can help to manage it] who are pre-empted before the 
call to deal with these scenarios. You won’t be able to handle the main session and these scenarios on your own! 

1. Someone swears on the chat 
- DM him/her to stop, and address that if he/she cannot keep to the community guidelines, we would need to remove him/her 
from the call 

2. Someone shows something inappropriate on their video 
- Switch off the person’s video immediately 
- DM him/her to stop, and address that if he/she cannot keep to the community guidelines, we would need to remove him/her 
from the call 



SCENARIOS

3. Stranger appears, cannot be identified and refuses to show video 
- DM him/her that for safety precautions, we need to ensure everyone is a young person genuine about seeking 
community 
- If he/she is non-responsive and/or anyone receives a DM from this stranger, pull him/her into a breakout room with a 
leader to see if you can find out who he/she is. If still no response, remove him/her from the call.  
- If he/she refuses to show or be followed up on, flag to all leaders to flag to members  

- They should not respond and flag to their leaders if the stranger DMs them!



ANNEX 1



PREPARATION CHECKLIST

• Come with a list of conversation starters. 
• - NO OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS. Always name someone to answer a question! 

◦ Identify key influential leaders/members you can call on to respond. 
◦ - You can pre-empt them to help carry the atmosphere!  
◦ - All leaders are responsible to carry the atmosphere. 

◦ - All should show their videos. 
◦ - All should be responsive on the chat.  
◦ - Pre-empt them to carry the weight!  

• Prepare the transitions. 
◦ - Everything needs to flow! Don’t let any awkward moments happen. 
◦ - Make it as normal and part of the big programme as possible.  

• Prepare the post-sermon discussion [If applicable] 



ANNEX 2



THINGS YOU COULD DO

1. Pass The Pen 
a. Suitable for 16 pax or less 
b. Have one person screen record and organise an object to be “passed” through the screen to everyone 
c. Rehearse once before recording for real! 

2. Form A Letter 
a. Suitable for 16 pax or less 
b. Organise everyone to form an alphabet 
c. Take a screenshot! 

3. One Round Thanksgiving/Expectations For Service 
a. Suitable for any number 
b. Share one thing that you’re thankful for, then sabo someone else and let them sabo someone else and the cycle 
goes on 



THINGS YOU COULD DO

4. Hangman 
a. Suitable for any number 
b. Allow one person (or the service leader) to use the whiteboard function (on zoom) 
c. Get someone to choose a topic 
d. Service leader/game host can choose a word and get everyone to either shout the letters they want to buy, or type 
it in the chat 

5. Kahoot 
a. Suitable for any number 
b. This has to be pre-planned! 
c. This can be used to make announcements too! 



THINGS YOU COULD DO

6. Everybody Stretch Together 
a. This might be really funny to watch! 
b. Just randomly get everyone to stand and stretch 

7. The Auction Game 
a. https://neal.fun/auction-game/ 
b. Or look through this website and choose any game that you feel is suitable! 

https://neal.fun/auction-game/

